Abstract. Two generating sets of the defining ideal of a Nichols algebra of diagonal type are proposed, which are then applied to study the bar involution and the specialization problem of quantum groups associated to non-symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrices.
1. Introduction 1.1. Motivations. Quantized enveloping algebras (quantum groups) U q (g) are constructed by V. Drinfeld and M. Jimbo in the eighties of the last century by deforming the usual enveloping algebras associated to symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebras g in aim of finding solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation. They motivate numerous work in the last three decades such as pointed Hopf algebras, canonical (crystal) bases, quantum knot invariants, quiver representations and Hall algebras, (quantum) cluster algebras, Hecke algebras, quantum affine and toroidal algebras, and so on.
In the original definition of a quantum group in generators and relations, the symmetrizable condition on the Cartan matrix is essential in writing down explicitly the quantized Serre relations. With this explicit expression, it is not difficult to construct a specialization map [19] sending the quantum parameter q to 1 to recover the enveloping algebra U(g), which is shown to be an isomorphism of Hopf algebra. It should be remarked that the well-definedness of the specialization map depends on the knowledge of the quantized Serre relations and the Gabber-Kac theorem [9] in Kac-Moody Lie algebras.
In a survey article [15] , M. Kashiwara asked the following question: has a crystal graph for non-symmetrizable g a meaning? He also remarked that the definition of the quantum group U q (g) associated to an arbitrary Kac-Moody Lie algebra g is not known at that time.
The problem of Kashiwara was recently solved in the combinatorial level by Joseph and Lamprou [12] : they constructed the abstract crystal B(∞) associated to a generalized Cartan-Borcherds matrix (not necessary symmetrizable) without passing to the quantized enveloping algebra but adopting the path model construction after Littelmann [18] by using the action of root operators on a sort of good paths. This construction is combinatorial and it is natural to ask for a true algebra bearing this crystal structure and the globalization of these local crystals. This is the main motivation of our study on the non-symmetrizable quantum groups. This project is divided into three steps:
(1) define the quantum group associated to a non-symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix, study their structures, specializations and the existence of the bar involutions; (2) define the q-Boson algebra, its action on the negative part of this quantum group and its semi-simplicity; then define the Kashiwara operators associated to simple roots; (3) establish the local crystal structure and its globalization, compare the former with the construction of Joseph-Lamprou. In this paper we will tackle the first step. It should be remarked that the second step is almost achieved, where the main tool is the construction in [6] , details will be given in a consecutive paper.
The first functorial (coordinate-free) construction of (the positive or negative part of) a quantum group appears in the work of M. Rosso [20] , [21] with the name "quantum shuffle algebras" and then interpreted in a dual language by Andruskiewitsch and Schneider [3] named "Nichols algebras". These constructions largely generalize the definition of the usual quantum group and can be applied in particular to the non-symmetrizable case to obtain a half of the quantum group. The quantum double construction can be then applied to combine the positive and the negative parts to yield the whole quantum group.
Compared with the definition in generators and relations, although having many advantages, this construction does not fit for studying the specialization problem directly as neither defining relations of quantum groups nor explicit relations in the Kac-Moody Lie algebras are known in the non-symmetrizable case besides some particular cases.
The aim of this paper is twofold: on the one hand, tackling the specialization problem in the non-symmetrizable case through studying the defining ideal of the corresponding Nichols algebra; on the other side, defining the bar involution in the non-symmetrizable case. As a byproduct, we get an estimation on the size of the defining ideal.
1.2.
Defining ideals in Nichols algebras. Let (V, σ) be a braided vector space. The tensor algebra T (V ) admits a braided Hopf algebra structure by imposing a coproduct making elements in V primitive; it can be then extended to the entire T (V ) in replacing the usual flip by the braiding.
If the braiding σ arises from an H-Yetter-Drinfel'd module structure on V over a Hopf algebra H, the Nichols algebra can be defined as the quotient of T (V ) by some maximal ideal and coideal I(V ) contained in the set of elements of degree no less than 2. We call I(V ) the defining ideal of the Nichols algebra N(V ).
As an example, for a symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebra g, the negative part U − q (g) of the corresponding quantum group is a Nichols algebra, in which case the defining ideal I(V ) is generated as a Hopf ideal by quantized Serre relations. In general, it is very difficult to find out a minimal generating set of I(V ) as a Hopf ideal in T (V ).
In [1] , Andruskiewitsch asked some questions which guide the researches of this domain and the following ones concerning defining ideals appear therein:
(1) For those N(V ) having finite Gelfan'd-Kirillov dimension, decide a minimal generating set of I(V ). (2) When is the ideal I(V ) finitely generated?
The first general result on the study of the defining ideal is due to M. Rosso [21] and P. Schauenburg [22] : they characterize it as the kernel of the total symmetrization operator.
Recently, for Nichols algebras of diagonal type with finite root system, a minimal generating set of the defining ideal is found by I. Angiono. In this case, the corresponding Lyndon words and their symmetries (Weyl groupoids) [10] play an essential role.
In [7] , we proposed the notion of "level n" elements with the help of a decomposition of the total symmetrization operators in the braid groups and proved their primitivity. These elements could be easily computed and the degrees where they appear are strongly restricted. This construction demands no concrete restriction on the braiding hence quite general, but we must pay the price that they may not generate the defining ideal.
Once restricted to the diagonal case where the braiding is a twist by scalars of the usual flip, with some modifications on the conditions posed on "level n" elements, we obtain a generating set formed by some "pre-relations".
Main ideas and results.
The main part of this paper is devoted to proposing some methods to study a slightly modified version of the above problems. Firstly, we will restrict ourselves to the infinite dimensional Nichols algebras of diagonal type having not necessarily finite Gelfan'd-Kirillov dimensions. Secondly, our principle has a pragmatic feature: we do not always desire a minimal generating set of the defining ideal but are satisfied with finding generating subsets fitting for solving concrete problems.
We propose four subsets of the defining ideal I(V ): left and right constants, left and right pre-relations. The first two sets are defined as the intersection of kernels of left and right differential operators and the last two are their subsets obtained by selecting elements which are contained in images of the Dynkin operators. Two main results (Theorem 1 and Theorem 2) of this paper affirm that they are all generating set of the defining ideal.
These results are then applied to the study of the specialization problem. In general, if the generalized Cartan matrix C is not symmetrizable, we show in a counterexample that the natural specialization map may not be well-defined. Therefore in our approach, the first step is passing to a symmetric matrix C by taking the average of the Cartan matrix. A result due to Andruskiewitsch and Schneider ensures that this procedure does not lose too much information.
Once passed to the averaged matrix, we prove in Theorem 4 that the specialization map U q (C) → U(g(C)) is well-defined and is surjective.
As another application, we relate the degrees where pre-relations may appear with integral points of some quadratic forms arising from the action of the centre of the braid group. This allows us (1) to reprove some well-known results in a completely different way which we hope could shed light on the finite generation problem of I(V ); (2) to explain that the set of left and right pre-relations are not too large.
1.4. Constitution of this paper. After giving some recollections on Nichols algebras and braid groups in Section 2 and 3, we define the constants and pre-relations in Section 4 and 5 and show that they are indeed generating sets. These results are then applied to study the specialization problem in Section 6 and 7. Another application to the finitely generating property is given in Section 8.
1.5. Acknowledgements. This paper is extracted (with revision) from the author's Ph.D thesis, supervised by Professor Marc Rosso, to whom I would like to express my sincere gratitudes.
Recollections on Nichols algebras
Let K be a field of characteristic 0 and K × = K\{0}. All algebras and vector spaces, if not specified otherwise, are over the field K.
Nichols algebras. Let H be a Hopf algebra and
H H YD be the category of HYetter-Drinfel'd modules ( [3] ).
Definition 1 ([3]). A graded braided Hopf algebra
2) R is generated as an algebra by R(1); (3) R(1) consists of all primitive elements in R. We let N(V ) denote this braided Hopf algebra.
The Nichols algebra N(V ) can be realized concretely as a quotient of the braided Hopf algebra T (V ).
There exists a braided tensor Hopf algebra structure on the tensor space
(1) The multiplication on T (V ) is given by the concatenation.
(2) The coalgebra structure is defined on V by: for any v ∈ V , ∆(v) = v ⊗1+1⊗v, ε(v) = 0. Then it can be extended to the whole T (V ) by the universal property of T (V ) as an algebra.
is also a two-sided ideal ( [3] ); the Nichols algebra N(V ) associated to V is isomorphic to T (V )/I(V ) as a braided Hopf algebra. We let S denote the convolution inverse of the identity map on N(V ).
2.2.
Nichols algebras of diagonal type. Let G = Z N be the additive group and H = K[G] be its group algebra. We let G denote the character group of G.
We let I = {1, · · · , N} denote the index set.
H YD is of diagonal type, the braiding σ V,V has an explicit form:
We denote q ij = χ j (g i ) and call (q ij ) 1≤i,j≤N the braiding matrix associated to σ V,V .
For an arbitrary matrix A = (q ij ) ∈ M N (K) with coefficients in K × , we let N(V A ) denote the Nichols algebra associated to the H-Yetter-Drinfel'd module V of diagonal type with the braiding matrix A. If the matrix A under consideration is fixed, we denote it by N(V ) for short. (
Let ϕ be a generalized Hopf pairing on T (V ) such that ϕ(v i , v j ) = δ ij (Kronecker delta notation). This pairing is in general not non-degenerate and its radical is the defining ideal I(V ), therefore it may pass the quotient to give a non-degenerate generalized Hopf pairing on N(V ) (see, for example, Section 3.2 in [2] for details).
Definition 4 ([7]
). The left and right differential operators associated to the element a ∈ T (V ) are defined by: (2) ). If a = v i for some i ∈ I, they will be denoted by ∂ The following known lemma, whose proof is trivial, will be useful. It holds when T (V ) is replaced by N(V ).
Lemma 1.
(1) For any a, x ∈ T (V ), we have:
Identities in braid groups
3.1. Braid groups. We suppose that n ≥ 2 is an integer. Let S n denote the symmetric group: it acts on an alphabet of n letters by permuting their positions and is generated by the set of transpositions
Let B n denote the braid group of n strands. It is defined by generators σ i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and relations:
Let σ ∈ S n and σ = s i 1 · · · s ir be a reduced expression of σ. We denote the corresponding lifted element T σ = σ i 1 · · · σ ir ∈ B n . This gives a linear map T :
3.2. Defining ideals. The total symmetrization operator in K[B n ] is defined by:
. We look S n as an endomorphism of V ⊗n .
According to this proposition, N(V ) can be viewed as imposing some relations in T (V ) annihilated by the symmetrization map, locating defining relations of N(V ) can be reduced to the study of each subspace ker(S n ).
3.3. Particular elements in braid groups and their relations. We start by introducing some particular elements in the group algebra of braid groups.
Definition 5. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer. We define the following elements in K[B n ]:
We give a summary for some known results on the relations between them:
, [17] ). The following identities hold:
(1) For n ≥ 3, Z(B n ), the centre of B n , is generated by θ n ; (2) For any
We fix the notation for the embedding of braid groups at a fixed position.
Relations with differential operators. The following lemma explains the relation between the operator T n and the differential operators ∂ R i defined in the Section 2.3.
The following statements are equivalent:
Proof. It comes from the following identity, which is clear from definition: for any
Remark 1. The same result holds for left operators: U n x = 0 if and only if for any
Suppose from now on that V ∈ H H YD is of diagonal type with braiding matrix (q ij ). Since V is an H-Yetter-Drinfel'd module, the braid group B n acts on V ⊗n , making it a K[B n ]-module. Because the braiding is of diagonal type, the K[B n ]-module V ⊗n admits the following decomposition into its submodules:
where
We let H denote the set of invariants (V ⊗n ) θn under the action of the central element
(see the argument in the Section 6.1 of [7] ). We finish this subsection by the following remark, which will be frequently used in the following discussions.
To show this, notice that the coefficient λ such that σ n · · · σ 1 (vx) = λxv only depends on the chosen partition i, it is therefore a constant for any x ∈ K[X i ].
3.6. Defining ideals of degree 2. Elements of degree two in the defining ideal can be easily computed. They are characterized by the following proposition:
Proposition 3. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) q ij q ji = 1;
Proof. It suffices to prove that (2) is equivalent to (3) . Notice that
Another characterization of I(V )
In this section, we give a characterization for a generating set of the defining ideal I(V ) using kernels of operators T n . This is motivated by the work of Frønsdal and Galindo [8] . In fact, we could use the left or right differential operators to give a complete characterization of elements generating the defining ideal.
The following definition is due to Frønsdal-Galindo [8] :
denote the vector space generated by all right (left) constants of degree n and for any m ≥ 2, we define
where the notation span(X) stands for the K-vector space generated by the set X.
The main technical tool is the following non-commutative version of the Taylor lemma for the diagonal braiding.
Lemma 3 (Taylor Lemma, [8] ).
(1) (Left version) For any integer l ≥ 1 and i = (i 1 , · · · , i l ) ∈ {1, · · · , l} l , there exists
with B σ ∈ K such that for any x ∈ T m (V ), Proof. We prove it for Con R ≤m : taking x ∈ ker T n for some n, then for any i ∈ I, ∂ R i (x) = 0, which implies that (see Lemma 1)
For a ring R and a subset X ⊂ R, < X > ideal is the ideal in R generated by X.
, the inclusion R m ⊂ ker S m comes from the fact that I(V ) = m≥2 ker S m is an ideal. It suffices to show the other inclusion. Let x ∈ ker S m . We prove that x ∈ R m by induction on m. The case m = 2 is clear as
Suppose that for any 2 ≤ k ≤ m − 1, R k = ker S k . We affirm that it suffices to show that if for any i ∈ I, ∂ R i (x) ∈ ker S m−1 , then x ∈ R m . Indeed, for an element x ∈ ker S m , there are two cases:
(1) T m x = 0; in this case, x ∈ R m is clear from definition. (2) T m x = 0; from the decomposition of S n , T m x ∈ ker S m−1 . According to (1) , it implies that for any i ∈ I, ∂ R i (x) ∈ ker S m−1 . The proof will be terminated if the affirmation above is proved. We proceed to show the above claim. The following lemma is needed.
We continue the proof of the theorem. Let x ∈ T m (V ) satisfying that for any i ∈ I, ∂ R i (x) ∈ ker S m−1 = R m−1 . From the right version of the Taylor lemma,
The first term d(x) in the right hand side satisfies T m (d(x)) = 0 so it is in R m . Moreover, the hypothesis on ∂ R i (x) and the lemma above force ∂
Now it remains to prove the lemma.
Proof of the lemma. It suffices to deal with the case where
We have the following decomposition of T k : let
On the other hand, T 1 k x and T 3 k x are in R k as from Remark 2, they are in the ideal generated by r. Moreover, it should be remarked that in T k x, r is always contained in the first k − 1 tensor terms. This is true from the definition of T 1 k and T 3 k . As a conclusion, we have shown that
for any i ∈ I, according to the formula (1).
In the proof of the above theorem, we have already shown the following proposition, which can be looked as a kind of "invariance under integration". Proposition 4. For x ∈ T m (V ) where m ≥ 3, the following statements are equivalent:
These results are correct when the prefix "right" is replaced by "left". The proof above can be adapted by using the left version of the Taylor lemma. We omit these statements but end with the following corollary.
As a conclusion, to find the generating relations, it suffices to consider those in the intersection of ker ∂ R i for all i ∈ I, or the intersection of ker ∂ L i for all i ∈ I. We will see in the next section a sharper result permitting us to get more constraints.
Remark 3. Globally, when passing to the generating ideal, there is no difference between the left and right cases. But an element annihilated by all right differentials may not necessarily contained in the kernel of all ∂ L i . We will return to this problem in Section 5.2.
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The following lemma is an easy consequence of Lemma 1.
5.
Defining relations in the diagonal type 5.1. More constraints: pre-relations. In this subsection, we propose a smaller set of generators in I(V ) by posing more constraints to the left and right constants. These constraints give a restriction on the degrees where this new set of generators may appear. We start by some motivations towards the main definition.
Proposition 5 ([7]). The Hopf ideal in
This proposition, combined with the main result of the last section, gives more constraints.
Corollary 2. The Hopf ideal in
Thanks to this corollary, to find relations imposed in N(V ), it suffices to concentrate on elements in im(P n ) annihilated by all right differentials ∂ R i . According to Proposition 2 (6), to find a generating set of I(V ), it suffices to consider the solution of the equation
This observation motivates the following definition: Definition 8. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer. We call a non-zero element v ∈ T n (V ) a right pre-relation of degree n if (1) T n v = 0 and v = P n w for some w ∈ T n (V ); (2) ι We can similarly define left pre-relations of degree n by replacing T n by U n , T ′ n−1 by U ′ n−1 and P n by Q n in above definition. Let Rel n l denote the K-vector space generated by all left pre-relations of degree n and Rel l denote the K-vector space generated by We establish some properties of pre-relations. Recall the definition of T
We define the following elements in K[B n ]:
n w = 0 and X n−2,n w = 0 for some w ∈ T n (V ), then θ n w = w.
,n w. If X n−2,n w = 0, it will be a solution of the equation (1 − σ 2 n−1 σ n−2 · · · σ 1 )x = 0. According to Proposition 2, multiplying both sides by
k gives θ n X n−2,n w = X n−2,n w. This implies θ n w = w by applying the argument in Section 3.5.
Proof. According to Proposition 6, if v = P n w for some w ∈ T n (V ), then θ n w = w. Therefore θ n v = θ n P n w = P n θ n w = P n w = v.
As a conclusion, to solve the equation T n x = 0 in the aim of finding defining relations, it suffices to work inside the
Proof. From the lemma above, it suffices to show that X n−2,n w = 0. Otherwise, take the smallest k such that X k−1,n w = 0 but X k,n w = 0. As X k,n = ι n k+1 (T ′ k+1 ), the lemma above can be applied to this case and it gives ι n k+1 (θ k+1 )w = w. This contradicts the hypothesis.
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The Hopf ideal generated by Rel r is I(V ).
Proof. Let w ∈ T n (V ) be a solution of the equation T ′ n x = X n−1,n x = 0. There are two possibilities:
(1) X n−2,n w = 0, it is clear that P n w is a right pre-relation.
(2) X n−2,n w = 0. In this case, there exists a smallest k such that X k−1,n v = 0 but X k,n v = 0. We would like to show that only relations falling into the first case are interesting.
To be more precise, if w falls into the second case, P n w can be generated by lower degree elements in the first case. This is the following lemma.
is an element such that T ′ n w = 0 and X n−2,n w = 0, then P n w is in the ideal generated by right pre-relations of lower degrees.
Proof. We apply induction on n. There is nothing to prove in the case n = 2.
Let w ∈ T n (V ) such that T ′ n w = 0 and X n−2,n w = 0 and k be the smallest integer such that X k−1,n w = 0 but X k,n w = 0.
According to the definition of P n , the following identity holds:
where u i ∈ T n−k−1 (V ) are linearly independent and
where we view w i,j as if in the last k + 1 positions. As these K[X j ] are disjoint, for any j, X k,n w i,j = 0.
There are two cases: recall that X k,n = ι n k+1 (T ′ k+1 ), (1) X k−1,n w i,j = 0. In this case, after applying the induction hypothesis on w i,j , P k w i,j is generated by right pre-relations of lower degrees. So P n (u i w i,j ) is generated by right pre-relations of lower degrees after Remark 2. (2) X k−1,n w i,j = 0, then P k w i,j is a right pre-relation of degree k and P n (u i w i,j ) is generated by right pre-relations of lower degree after Remark 2. As a summary, for any i and j, P n (u i w i,j ) is generated by right pre-relations lower degree, so is P n w.
This terminates the proof of Theorem 2.
Example 2. We compute pre-relations of degree 2. Since P 2 = Q 2 and T 2 = U 2 , Rel (1) T 2 P 2 = 1 − θ 2 acts as zero on Rel There is no redundant relations in this list and it coincides with the set of constants of degree 2.
Balancing left and right.
We have remarked that in general, the set of left and right constants or pre-relations may not coincide. This subsection is devoted to understanding symmetries between them.
The following lemma is clear from Proposition 2.
Lemma 8. For any n ≥ 2, ∆ n T n = U n ∆ n and ∆ n P n = Q n ∆ n .
The following result shows that the Garside element permutes left and right prerelations. Proof. According to Proposition 6, ∆ 2 n = θ n acts as identity on Rel n r , thus ∆ n is a linear isomorphism. It suffices to show that the image of ∆ n is contained in Rel n l . We verify that ∆ n w ∈ Rel n l for w ∈ Rel n r . The first condition holds as by the above lemma, U n ∆ n w = ∆ n T n w = 0 and the other point comes from the injectivity of ∆ n . If we write w = P n v, then apply the above lemma again, ∆ n w = ∆ n P n v = Q n ∆ n v implies ∆ n w is in the image of Q n .
A similar result holds when the pre-relations are replaced by constants.
Corollary 6. The Garside element ∆ n induces a linear isomorphism Con n r ∼ = Con n l . Proof. It is clear that ∆ n sends Con n r to Con n l , then it suffices to show that ∆ n is an isomorphism.
Thanks to the decomposition (2) and notations therein, we can write Con n r and Con n l into direct sums of the K[B n ]-modules K[X i ] for i ⊢ n such that the action of θ n is given by an invertible scalar on each summand space. So ∆ n induces a linear isomorphism
and then a linear isomorphism between Con n r and Con n l .
6. Generalized quantum groups 6.1. Generalized quantum groups. For a Nichols algebra N(V ) associated to a Yetter-Drinfeld module V ∈ H H YD, the bosonization N(V )#H is a true Hopf algebra [3] . This construction, once applied to the Nichols algebra of diagonal type associated to the data of a symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebra, gives the positive or negative part of the corresponding quantum group. But here, we would like to define them in a more direct way.
(1) T ≤0 (A) is defined as the Hopf algebra generated by
for i ∈ I with relations:
is defined as the Hopf algebra generated by E i , K
′±1 i
is defined by adding all right pre-relations to T ≤0 (A); (4) D ≥0 (A) is defined by adding all left pre-relations to T ≥0 (A).
Let K(q) be the field of rational functions of one variable over K. We define a generalized Hopf pairing ϕ :
According to Theorem 2, pre-relations generate the defining ideal, as radicals of ϕ coincide with defining ideals [2] , it induces a non-degenerate generalized Hopf pairing ϕ :
The following quantum double construction allows us to define the generalized quantum group.
Definition 10 ([16]
). Let A, B be two Hopf algebras with invertible antipodes and ϕ be a generalized Hopf pairing between them. The quantum double D ϕ (A, B) is defined by:
(1) as a vector space, it is A ⊗ B; (2) as a coalgebra, it is the tensor product of coalgebras A and B; (3) as an algebra, the multiplication is given by: for a ∈ A and b ∈ B,
Definition 11. The generalized quantum group D q (A) associated to the braided matrix A is defined by:
We can similarly define the Hopf algebra T q (A) by replacing D ≥0 (A) and
is the quotient of T q (A) by the Hopf ideal generated by the defining ideals.
An easy computation gives the commutation relation between E i and F j :
Remark 5. We use the notation D q (A) to instead U q (A) as it may not be related to the universal enveloping algebra associated to a Kac-Moody Lie algebra. This will be explained in Example 3.
Averaged quantum group.
From now on, we will be interested in a particular case of the above construction where the braiding matrix arises from a generalized Cartan matrix. Let C = (c ij ) 1≤i,j≤N be a generalized Cartan matrix in M N (Z), i.e., an integral matrix satisfying:
(1) c ii = 2; (2) for any i = j, c ij ≤ 0; (3) c ij = 0 implies c ji = 0. Let q be a variable. The generalized quantum group N q (C) associated to C is defined by D q (A) where A = (q c ij ) 1≤i,j≤N . This demands us to define N q (A) on the field K(q), but for the convenience of further discussion, we take the field as K = K(q 1 2 ) since elements in our matrices may be in the additive group 1 2 Z. It is natural to ask for the specialization problem of N q (C). Unfortunately, the specialization map is not well-defined in most cases if C is not-symmetric. We will see in Example 3 a counterexample. This phenomenon motivates us to modify the definition of a generalized quantum group to respect the validity of the specialization map.
Definition 12. Let C ∈ M N (Z) be a generalized Cartan matrix.
(1) The averaged matrix associated to C is defined by C = (c ij ) 1≤i,j≤N ∈ M N (Q) where c ij =
The quantum group associated to C is defined by:
(a) if C is symmetrizable, we respect the original definition of quantum groups
which is a K(q 1 2 )-algebra.
We let N >0 q (C) (resp. N <0 q (C)) denote the subalgebra of N ≥0 q (C) (resp. N ≤0 q (C)) generated by E i (resp. F i ) for i ∈ I. They are Nichols algebras associated to the braiding matrix A = (q c ij ) (resp. A ′ = (q −c ij )). The following result due to Andruskiewitsch and Schneider shows that passing from N <0 q (C) to N <0 q (C) will not lose too much information.
Proposition 7 ([3]
). Let V and V ′ be two Yetter-Drinfel'd modules of diagonal type with braiding matrices (q ij ) 1≤i,j≤N and (q
(2) this linear map ψ almost preserves the algebra structure: for any i, j ∈ I,
Remark 6. We let C be a non-symmetrizable Cartan matrix. According to Remark 1 and Theorem 21 in [21] , in order that N <0 q (C) to be of finite Gelfan'd-Kirillov dimension, the matrix C must be in M N (Z). This implies that a large number of algebras we are considering are of infinite Gelfand-Kirillov dimensions.
6.3. Bar involution in symmetric case. In this subsection, we suppose moreover that the braiding matrix is symmetric: that is to say, q ij = q ji for any i, j ∈ I. This will be the case when passing to the averaged matrices.
This hypothesis allows us to define the bar involution on Nichols algebras, which is fundamental in the study of quantum groups, especially for canonical (global crystal) bases.
Definition 13. The bar involution
We start by showing that bar involution descends to Nichols algebras. The following lemma will be needed.
Proof. It is easy to show the following formulas: for any i 1 , · · · , i n ∈ I,
Since both ∂ R i and d R i are K(q)-linear, it suffices to verify the lemma for monomials. We use induction on the degree n of the monomial. The case n = 1 is trivial. Taking a monomial v i 1 · · · v in and applying formulas above gives:
Then induction hypothesis can be applied to give
Notice that if i = i n and j = i n , the right hand side is zero. It remains to tackle the following three cases:
(1) if i = j = i n , then two coefficients in the right hand side are zero; (2) if i = j, i = i n , then the coefficient of the second term in the right hand side vanishes and the first term is zero; (3) if i = j, j = i n then the coefficient of the first term in the right hand side vanishes and the second term is zero. This terminates the proof.
Proposition 8. The restriction of the bar involution induces a linear automorphism of I(V ).
Proof. As being a graded ideal, we let I(V ) n denote the set of degree n elements in I(V ). Since − is an involution, it suffices to show I(V ) ⊂ I(V ).
Lemma 10. For any
Proof. The proof is given by induction on the degree of elements in I(V ).
The case n = 2 holds since by Proposition 3, I(V ) 2 is generated as a vector space by v i v j − q ij v j v i for some q ij satisfying q ij q ji = 1; the hypothesis on the braiding matrix forces q ij = ±1, hence
Take v ∈ I(V ) n , according to Proposition 4, it suffices to show that for any j ∈ I, ∂
We turn to the proof of the proposition. For v ∈ I(V ) n ,
2 ) where the sum is over i 1 , · · · , i n ∈ I, The relation between the bar involution and the action of the Garside element on the image of the Dynkin operator P n is explained in the following proposition.
Proof. We start by tackling the case when v = v i 1 · · · v in is a monomial. In this case, the formula to be proved can be written as ∆ n P n v = (−1) n−1 P n v.
then the Dynkin operator P n admits the following form:
. The lemma can be proved by combining the above formulas.
We compute the left hand side for
It remains to tackle the general case: suppose that v = a i v i where v i are monomials. Applying the above formula gives:
Corollary 7. If v ∈ T (V ) satisfying v = v and P n v is a right pre-relation. Then P n v is a left pre-relation.
For instance, it holds in the case where v is a monomial.
7.
On the specialization problem 7.1. A result on Kac-Moody Lie algebras. Let C be an arbitrary matrix. The Kac-Moody Lie algebra associated to C is defined by: g(C) = g(C)/r, where g(C) is the Lie algebra with Chevalley generators e i , f i , h i for i ∈ I and relations with respect to a realization (h, Π, Π ∨ ) of C and r is the unique maximal ideal in g(C) intersecting h trivially (see [13] , Chapter 1 for details). Moreover, we have the following decomposition as subalgebras
It gives r = r + ⊕ r − as a direct sum of ideals, where r + = r ∩ n + and r − = r ∩ n − . We denote the quotients by n − = n − /r − and n + = n + /r + .
For these Lie algebras, we denote U(r ± ), U(n ± ), U( n ± ), U(g) and U( g) the corresponding enveloping algebras.
Theorem 3. Let x ∈ U( n − ). There exists an equivalence between:
(1) for any i ∈ I, [e i , x] ∈ U(r − ); (2) x ∈ U(r − ).
The proof of this theorem occupies the rest of this subsection.
Proof. Given x ∈ U(n − ) not be a constant, we want some t ∈ I such that [e t , x] / ∈ K. We start by showing that it suffices to consider those x which are homogeneous with respect to the height gradation. Write x = x l + · · · + x 1 + x 0 such that x i is of height i, since [e k , x s ] is either of height s − 1 or of height 0, to show that [e t , x] / ∈ K, it suffices to consider [e t , x l ].
We apply induction on the height gradation on U(n − ): if x is of height 1, then it is in the vector space generated by f i for i ∈ I. This case is clear.
Suppose that a totally ordered basis {f γ } γ∈Γ of n − is chosen such that elements of less heights are smaller. Let f β denote the maximal basis element among those appearing in monomials of x. By PBW theorem, x = l s=0 r s f s β where f β does not appear in monomials of r s . Hence
where the term containing f l β is [e i , r l ]. There are three cases: (1) r l ∈ K and all r s are zero. It suffices to apply Lemma 1.5 in [13] . (2) r l ∈ K and there exists some maximal 0 ≤ k ≤ l − 1 such that r k = 0. In this case, r k / ∈ K since x is homogeneous and the highest power in
β . For the former, by induction we can always find some e t such that [e t , r l−1 + lf β ] / ∈ K; for the latter it suffices to apply Lemma 1.5 in [13] . (3) r l / ∈ K. Since r s is homogeneous and of a smaller height, the induction can be applied to give some e t such that [e t , r l ] = 0, therefore [e t , x] = 0. (1) is clear since [e i , ·] is a derivation and r − is an ideal in n − .
Proof of theorem. (2) implies
We suppose that (1) holds and start by introducing another N-gradation on U( n − ): by PBW theorem, U( n − ) is a free U(r − )-module (see [5] , Proposition 2.2.7). We define the partial degree on U( n − ) by taking the height gradation on U(r − ) and letting elements in U(n − ) be of degree 0. Then x ∈ U( n − ) is of partial degree 0 if and only if x ∈ U(n − ).
The proof will be effectuated by induction on the largest partial degree l among components of x.
If l = 0, x is in U(n − ), [e i , x] ∈ U(r − ) implies that [e i , x] ∈ K. By Proposition 10, x is a constant therefore in U(r − ).
In general, let the maximal partial degree among components of x be l, we write x = x l + x l−1 + · · · + x 1 + x 0 where x i ∈ U( n − ) is of partial degree i. We write x l = r k n k for some r k ∈ U(r − ) and n k ∈ U(n − ) such that these r k are linearly independent. In [e i , x], since the partial degree of [e i , r k ] is less than that of r k , the component of maximal partial degree is given by r k [e i , n k ]; as [e i , x] ∈ U(r − ), it forces [e i , n k ] ∈ U(r − ) and hence [e i , n k ] ∈ K. This shows that for any i ∈ I and any k, [e i , n k ] ∈ K; by Proposition 10, n k are constants and x l ∈ U(r − ). Finally we consider x − x l : it has lower partial degree and satisfies [e i , x − x l ] ∈ U(r − ). By induction hypothesis, x − x l ∈ U(r − ), hence x ∈ U(r − ).
If moreover C is a generalized Cartan matrix, some elements in r are discovered in Section 3.3 of [13] : in g(C), for i = j,
If the matrix C is not symmetrizable, the ideal generated by these relations may not exhaust r.
Specialization (I)
: general definition and counterexample. We follow the specialization procedure in [11] . Let C be a generalized Cartan matrix, A = K[q When the braiding matrix A is of form (q c ij ) 1≤i,j≤N for a generalized Cartan matrix C = (c ij ) 1≤i,j≤N , we will denote the Hopf algebra T q (A) by T q (C).
We start by defining an
q − q −1 for any i ∈ I. It inherits a Hopf algebra structure from that of T q (C). We let T
there exists a natural morphism of algebra σ : T A 1 (C) → T 1 (C), which is called the specialization map.
For i ∈ I, we let e i , f i and h i denote the images of E i , F i and
and similarly
The following facts hold:
(1) The specialization map σ :
) is a Hopf algebra morphism. When composed with the projection U( g(C)) → U(g(C)), it gives a Hopf algebra morphism σ : T A 1 (C) → U(g(C)), which is also called the specialization map. (2) The restrictions of σ give the following specialization maps T
To obtain a true specialization map of the quantum group, it is demanded that the morphism σ may pass through the quotient by defining ideals. Example 3. We consider the following non-symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix
In the braided tensor Hopf algebra of diagonal type associated to this matrix, we want to find some particular pre-relations: it is easy to show that θ 4 (F This formula can be proved either by induction or by verifying directly on a monomial; notice that the symmetric condition on the braiding matrix is necessary.
Recall that σ : T q (C) → U( g(C)) is the specialization map.
Lemma 13. Let w ∈ T <0 A 1 (C) be a right constant of degree n. Then σ(w) ∈ U(r − ).
Proof. By Theorem 3, to show σ(w) ∈ U(r − ), it suffices to verify that for any i ∈ I, σ([E i , w]) = [e i , σ(w)] ∈ U(r − ).
We apply induction on the degree n of the right constant w. The case n = 2 is clear since all constants of degree 2 are computed in Proposition 3. For general n ≥ 3, by the above lemma and the fact that ∂ R i (w) = 0 for any i ∈ I, Proof of theorem. We have proved in the lemma above that right constants are specialized to U(r − ) under σ. A similar argument can be applied to left constants to show that their specializations are in U(r + ). So we obtain a well-defined algebra map σ : U A 1 (C) → U(g(C)) and the surjectivity is clear.
Specialization (III)
: the Nichols algebra case. Let C be a generalized Cartan matrix, A = (q c ij ) 1≤i,j≤N and D <0 (C) be the Nichols algebra of braiding matrix A with respect to a basis F 1 , · · · , F N , which is the subalgebra of D ≤0 (A) generated by F i for i ∈ I. (c ji −c ij ) w i w j ) = f i f j ;
if i > j, ϕ(F i F j ) = σ • ψ(F i F j ) = σ(w i w j ) = f i f j .
Application
It is natural to ask for the size of Rel r , we will relate it to the integral points of some quadratic forms. So there exists a pre-relation in K[X i ] only if λ = 0. To find these pre-relations, it suffices to consider the integral solutions of this quadratic form.
8.2.
Study of the quadratic form. The calculation above motivates the study the following quadratic forms:
where b ij = a ij + a ji are non-negative integers as in the last subsection. Let m ≤ n be an integer (not necessary positive) and C m be the intersection of the following two varieties Q(x 1 , · · · , x n ) = m, S(x 1 , · · · , x n ) = n − m.
Let E(C m ) be the set of integral points on C m and E = m≤n E(C m ). Then the set of all integral solutions of λ = 0 is the same as E.
Proposition 11. If the quadratic form Q(x 1 , · · · , x n ) is semi-positive definite, E is a finite set.
Proof. If Q(x 1 , · · · , x n ) is semi-positive definite, E is a finite union of E(C m ) for 0 ≤ m ≤ n. For each m, as S(x 1 , · · · , x n ) = n − m is compact, so is its intersection with Q(x 1 , · · · , x n ) = m. The finiteness of E(C m ) and E are clear. 
